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Artist Biography

Originally from northern New Jersey, Yvonne Petkus earned her BFA, Magna Cum Laude, including a year 
abroad in London at Camberwell College of Art and Syracuse London Centre, from Syracuse University, 
Syracuse, NY. Her graduate work began in New York at Hunter College then led to the University of Wash-
ington in Seattle where she received her MFA in Painting. Petkus has been the recipient of numerous awards 
including residencies at the School of Visual Arts, New York, NY and Vermont Studio Center, Johnson, VT,  
a Research/Creative Activities Grant, individual fellowship awards from the Kentucky Arts Council and the  
Kentucky Foundation for Women, and a grant and exhibition from the King County Arts Commission in Seattle, 
WA. Her work has been exhibited widely, notably at the Center on Contemporary Art, Seattle, WA; the Urban 

Institute for Contemporary Art, Grand 
Rapids, MI; Viridian Artists Inc.  
Gallery, New York, NY; and Art Basel 
Miami, Miami, FL. Her work was  
included in ArtVenice Biennale 2013, 
a competitive digital exhibition in  
Venice, Italy, and in a recent exhibi-
tion, Figures & Faces, at Prographica 
Gallery in Seattle, WA. Professional 
conferences where she has presented 
her creative research have included 
the College Art Association (Chicago, 
IL, 2014 and 2010), the Athens  
Institute for Education and Research 
(Athens, Greece, 2011), as well as  
at several annual meetings of the 
Southeastern College Art Conference. 
Petkus is currently a Professor at 
Western Kentucky University in 
Bowling Green, KY and is repre-
sented by the Brad Cooper Gallery 
in Tampa, FL and Elisavet Gallery in 
Naxos, Greece.
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Through a large picture plane, powerful imagery, saturated color, and an involved surface, Yvonne Petkus’ work 
unashamedly confronts the physical and psychological effects of violence and the collective residue accrued both 
individually and as a society through repeated trauma.  While working with recognizable imagery and resolving with 
a luscious surface, her work is not about image, surface, or resolve, but about the construction and process which 
– layer upon layer, mark reacting to mark – push, tug, and pull that painting to its ending place. 

These works are sites of perpetual negotiation. First, each piece establishes an arena for the painter. Beginning as 
a stage set for activity, the object records each addition and subtraction, every mark and edit, ending as a collection 
of the physical residue of the performance of its making. Through an accumulation of pigment on surface, figures 
simultaneously emerge and submerge. In many ways, the building of each work is a purely formal exercise. Petkus 
equates her studio practice to that of a modernist action painter: “Every day I make marks until they finally congeal.” 
Each mark is a reaction at first to the square upon which it sits, and next to those actions that went before. 

Every stroke is also a reaction to the painter’s 
own lived experience. Petkus does not set out 
to paint reference points, but they emerge. 
Taking as their departure her reality, the works 
filter themselves through the painter’s lens, 
coming out distilled on the other side. Petkus 
establishes her ground rules as a formalist 
painter, but then asks, “Why shouldn’t I also 
allow in some specifics?” And the influences 
appear, as ghosts: the all-over grey of her  
favorite former hometown of Seattle is seen in 
the atmospheres of the prints and in paintings 
such as Wrench and Partial Loss; Mast con-
tains hints of the cyan and images of ships 
from a residency completed in Greece; a  
deceased pet cameos in Conveyance; echoes 
of the national trauma of the Boston Marathon 
bombing appear represented as a runner in 

Collateral Damage, a de-fleshed limb in Conveyance, a bombing suspect in Evidence (Bomber) and a restaging of 
the scene in Point of Impact. Missing, submerged, or dissolving limbs represent not only specific hurts but also the 
collective trauma acted upon bodies, particularly women’s bodies, in a society that most highly values the perfect, 
the powerful, the strong, and still considers women the “other.”

Mark versus mark, formal versus narrative, abstract versus representational, universal versus specific – the painter 
engages. But each piece is not only established as a venue for the artists’ negotiation process. Equally as impor-
tantly, Petkus’ work challenges the viewer to participate in the active task of piecing together her presented evi-
dence to construct meaning. One given is the square. Neither a “portrait” nor a “landscape” but simultaneously 
both, the square stands as an untethered slice of reality, or, conversely, as a purely invented space. A second actor 
is the figure. Always female, always nude, this figure stands in for an “every person,” a scientific control by which the 
viewer may hold fast, and make meaning by comparing the changes wrought to and around her. With the figure as 
a constant, we look at her body language; we examine her dissolution into or struggling against a background 
plane; we notice other figures or props within the field. Recognizable forms begin to suggest narratives, but lock 
specifically on to none.

Surface – the layer that separates the constructed and the actual world, the boundary through which the viewer and 
painting navigate – is also of key importance. The skin of the object referencing the skin of the figure, the paintings 
end thickly, after layer upon layer. Some, such as Collateral Damage, Obstructions, and Partial Loss finish with an 
overall accretion of mark; some, like Tethered and Submerge with a slick, taught membrane stretched tight to 
shroud and contain the previous activity. The intricacy of layered, small marks over the surfaces of the paintings pull 
the viewer in, while a high gloss reflects and repels, reminding us that we exist in a world separate from that of the 
painting. The surfaces of the prints, some choppy, some smooth, provide less of a skin and more of a veil, but only 
partially dissolve the space between object and viewer, again reinforcing each work’s fabricated existence.

A transaction equivalent to the visual negotiation process occurs with language, an integral part of Petkus’ produc-
tion. As multi-layered as the paintings themselves, each work’s title provides for the piece a verbal counterpoint, 
serving as a clue to establishing meaning. Invoking the vocabulary of combat, titles speak to the collected insults to 
the body and psyche of experience and time. Some experiences are specific, like the recent Boston Marathon 
bombing, which works its way into the details of pieces such as Evidence (Bomber) and Point of Impact, while titles 
such as Hinge (Struggle), Wrench, and Tethered speak to broader physical or psychological themes. 

In the final negotiation, the artist and viewer are faced with the protagonist, the “control subject” herself. A new-
millennium Eve, she emerges from the primordial ooze of the painting, both powerful and vulnerable. But unlike Eve, 
she was not made from man, but is of her own making. She has made it through centuries of existing as an exter-
nal muse, as the focal point of the gaze of artists and viewers. She is now the actor; she is the reference point 
around which her world spins. And regardless of the insults thrown at her, she fights against the tethers and hinges 

that hold her in place — active, upright, and moving -continuing upon limbs that seem almost to dissolve beneath 
her. Her hair begins to escape its pins and tumble forward. A warm-toned figure fights to remain buoyant on a cool 
field; large, centralized, she challenges the viewer or an off-screen antagonist with her gaze. She is no weak victim 
but a warrior, locked in the pitch of battle. – Kristina Arnold

Kristina Arnold is an artist living and working in Bowling Green, Kentucky. She is on the art faculty at Western  
Kentucky University where she serves as the Gallery Director.
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